Eleanor Roosevelt, Transformative First Lady
Modern First Ladies - pohyi.ga

American educational history timeline - edsresources.com
1607 the first permanent English settlement in North America is established by the Virginia Company at Jamestown in what is now the state of Virginia.

Book club kits - bellevue public library
- We know it can sometimes be difficult to choose a book for your next book group meeting and to find enough copies for all the members of your book group.

Powell's Books - the world's largest independent bookstore - shop new used rare and out of print books. Powell's is an independent bookstore based in Portland, Oregon. Browse staff picks, author features, and more.

Black Leopard, Red Wolf (Dark Star Trilogy) - marlon james
Never realized I was missing until I.

Books to go - Farmington Community Library
Outstanding titles old and new with brief but helpful annotations.

Starlight News Blog - Flurry of Fury
With his progressed moon conjunct his natal Mars, Donald J. Trump is in the midst of an agitated angry and aggressive month even by his odious standards.